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GOld for Green Transparency for textbooks
Melanie Hunter
Staff Writer

Political science Professor
William Green received the university's 2007-2008 Golden Apple
Award for outstanding teaching on
Thursday, Oct. 18.
CSUSB President Albert
Kamig, accompanied by previous
Golden Apple Award winners, faculty
and
administration,
"ambushed" and presented the
award to Green.
"Well, now all I can say is that
we're wasting valuable class time,"
Green joked.
"I'm astonished. This is a real
shock. Nobody is more aware of
places I fall short of my own aspirations as I am, and I tend to focus
on the shortcomings most of the
time, so it's always astonishing
that people can overlook them,"
Green said. "I'm very humbled as
well as abashed, thank you."
Green will also receive $2,000
toward professional development.
"I could us.e a' new fence. My
old one's falling down," Green
joked.
"The love of teaching keeps
me coming to work every day and
frankly, the alumni. I actually had
dinner in Washington D.C. this
weekend with a bunch of our graduates and they're doing great
things. They're from GSUSB.
They're from the Inland Empire,
and they moved to Washington
D.C. They're really making a dif. ference," Green, who is also the
graduate coordinator for the political science department, said.
Green obtained the award for
exhibiting outstanding teaching
and mentoring skills and his work
to provide job and graduate school
placement opportunities for students, according to the Golden
Apple nomination committee.
"It feels good and it's reassuring knowing that he was honored
for the award because then I know

that I'm learning the correct
things," Keiana Forbes, one of
Green's students, said. "My
favorite thing about Mr. Green is
that he's very energetic, and I look
forward to corning to class every
week."
"He is on the cuttil;lg edge of
the use of technology for classrelated student research and in the
classroom," Paul K. Dixon,
CSUSB's Outstanding Professor
2006-2007, said.
Some of Green's students
described him as "outstanding in
every way" and "a man of character and integrity".
Students also said Green
delivers his lectures with "remarkable clarity" and that he has "a
good sense of humor."
One of his students wrote,
"Dr. Green is the best professor
I've ever had," according to Dixon.
"My favorite thing about Mr
.. .
Green is that he puts in a tremendous amount of time to his students. When you email him, he
emails you back in like a half an
hour. He stays in his office later
than his designated hours because
he's very concerned about his students," Richard Gate, one of
Green's students, said.
Green has taught more than
15 undergraduate and graduate
courses on topics ranging from
U.S. foreign policy to U.S. Naval
strategy.
Green joined CSUSB in
September 1995 after having
taught at Boston University and at
the University of Southern
California.
"I think it's really cool he won
the award. He deserves it. Every
time a class pops up with his name
next to it, I make sure I'm enrolled
in that class. A lot of teachers talk
about their other experiences as a
professor, but he actually lives
what he teaches," Matthew Smith,
one of Green's students, said.

•

·
Joshua Gutierrez

Monday, Oct. 15.
California Senate Bill 832,
otherwise known as the College
Textbook Affordability Act, was
vetoed on Monday.
The · bill was designed to
require textbook publishers to give
out information to professors by
presenting them with a list of the
wholesale price and the length of
time the edition of a textbook was
to be on the market.

California
State University,
California Community Colleges
and some private and independent
postsecondary institutions.
Textbook prices are 26 per"This bill focuses strictly on
cent of the cost of attending a fourtextbook publisher policies and
year university, accor~ing to the
fails to recognize that the affordCalifornia Student Public Interest
ability of textbooks is a shared
Research Group (CALPIRG).
responsibility among publishers,
With two significant bills to
college bookstores, and faculty .
address this pncmg issue,
members,"
Governor
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
Schwarzenegger stated.
signed one and vetoed the .other on
Instead he signed Assembly
Bill 1548, which was introduced
by Assemb~en Jose Solorio, it is
also known as the College
Textbook Transparency Act.
"Many of the same concepts
in SB 832 are included in AB
1548," Schwarzenegger said.
"AB 1548 recognizes the
shared responsibility and attempts
to address the issue in a more comprehensive manner," he said.
AB 1548 provides faculty
members with a list of changes
between textbook editions; however, it provides them with the
wholesale price of the book if the
faculty requests it.
AB 1548, unlike SB 832
which would have gone into effect
immediately, will not go into effect
until 2010.
California
State
The
University system is opposed to
AB 1548.
According to a statement from
Barry Pasternack, chair of the
Academic Senate of CSU, the bill
fails to accomplish its objective
and introduces unnecessary bookstore requirements.
"I think that if professors
. knew the prices of the books pubVIet Nguyen/Chronicle lishers were selling to their students, they would be more cauCSUSB student Lisa Longo looks through a creative dance textbook in the Coyote Bookstore.
Textbooks account for 26 percent of the total cost of attending a four-year univer..sity.
Continued on Pg. 2
Staff Writer

The bill also required a
detailed list of changes made
between the old and new editions.
"Book prices are extremely high,"
CSUSB Junior Lisa Longo said. "It
is to the point where I have to buy
my books at the University Book
Exchange or online."
The legislation was introduced by Senator Ellen Corbett
and would have applied to the
University of California, the

Governor signs oversight bill
Adriana Vargas

problems that exist at the universities and is optimistic that as a
result of SB 190 a real culture
Governor
Arnold change can begin with the adminSchwarzenegger signed 750 bills istrations of these two systems,"
and vetoed 214 this legislation stated Adam keigwin, Yee's comperiod.
munications director.
Among the bills that s,at on the ·
"The Legislature and the
governor's desk were Senate Bill · Governor have now sent a very
(SB) 190, the Higher Education clear message to the UC and CSU:
Governance Accountability Act it is time to end the culture of
and Assembly Bill (AB) 1413 and secrecy and arrogance," Yee said.
the California State University
''SB 190 will bring much needed
Governance Reform Act.
. sunshine to executive compensaBoth legislative pieces were tion discussions, provide members
designed to bring accountability of the media the democratic access
on how the University· of they deserve, and help restore the
California (UC) and the California public's trust," Yee added.
State University (C.SU) distributes
In addition to the votes being
mqney to its executives.
, open and public at both the subHe signed SB 190 and now committee and full board levels,
the UC Regents and the CSU the bill will require that the Boards
Board of Trustees will be required allow increased public comment.
to discuss executive compensation
No longer will a 20-minute
packages in open meetings and public comment period at the end
allow public comments on the of meetings be sufficient.
issue starting Jan. l.
SB 190 will allow the public
The bill " .. .is designed to to comment during the discussion
bring major reforms to the govern- of the executive compensation
ing boards of the two higher edu- package.
cation systems and to end the conAlso, it will require that the
tinuing executive pay hikes .. . " universities provide rationale
said the office of Senator Leland when they fully disclose the comYee, author of SB 190.
pensation package.
"The senator is very pleased
In other words, they are going
to See the Governor recognize the to have to)ustify their actions.

Staff Writer

Melanie Hunter/Chronicle
Political Science professor William Green is the university's
2007-2008 Golden Apple Award winner.
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Courtesy of ci.villiberty.com
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signs a piece of legislation.
It will require compensation provide the students and taxpayers
programs or long term plans on a greater opportunity to influence
compensation to be made public as such decisions," Keigwin said.
The governor vetoed AB
well as advisory groups that meet
1413, authored by Assembly memto discuss compensation.
"All this will result in neces- ber Anthony Portantino. It would
sary increased public scrutiny and Continued on Pg. 3
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Are my computer labs on the Jl!Ove?
Nick De Leon
Stephanie Salvador

tially be scattered on multiple major relocation.
floors of the library, or placed on a
The third factor is if the camdifferent floor entirely.
pus endorses such a concept.
The main obstacles determinIf the concept were to happen,
ing if the concept will happen is it would take approximately a year
based on three major factors, become a reality.
according to Ross.
A representative for Freund
The frrst factor is if there is denies that any such concept
existing space in the library to hold exists.
the approximately 150 workstaWhile Freund's representative
tions.
denies such a relocation, he stands
The second factor is if there is by his commitment to maintaining
money available to fund such a . the open university self-instructional lab environments including
the training facility and Assistive
Computing Resource Center.
Ross speculates that Freund
might be denying lhe potential for
the relocation of the labs due to the
concept being so new.
"My direct supervisor, Mike
Ross ... shared this information
with me," said Sherwin Smith, student computer lab manager. "After
receiving this information I chose
to share it with the student populace who would be directly affected by it."
Smith adds that the numbers
of people that come in and use the
labs are not counted, but the
logins, the number of times
people l?g into the computers,
are.
"These labs average between
700-1200 logins per day. The average number ot;. logins from Sept.
20 to Oct. 16 is 928 per day."
Smith states that the concept
would affect not just PL-11 09, but
lllso PL-11 08, a lab typically used
for training studfYnts, faculty and
staff; PL-1105, the only "quiet lab"
on campus; and PL-11 04, the
Nick De Leon/Chronicle Assistive
Computing
and
CSUSB students fill the self instructional computer labs. There are an estimated 700 to 1200 logins Resource Center, which is the only
per day, witb and average of 928 logins per day this quarter.
computer lab in the Inland Empire
that specializes in providing
technology services to students
with disabilities.
In Smith's opinion it would be
easier to relocate staff and equipment instead of relocating the
computer lab.
"I am confident that most students would agree that it would
be far less inconveni~nt to the
students at CSUSB who appreciate the centralized location of the
ACM Student Computer Labs
to relocate staff offices rather than
the computer lab," Smith said.
"I strongly believe students
should have the opportunity to
'express their opinion on this matter
OFF THE 2:15 FREEWAY AT PALM KENDALL ExiT, GO
befqre it takes place."
1105, 1108 and 110, also know as
the breezeway, from -student access
Staff Writers
and relocate the computer labs to
an undetermined location.
CSUSB could potentially be
Mike Ross, director of
in for major changes.
Academic Computing & Media
A
proposed
"concept," · (ACM), said that the proposal
brought up by Spencer Freund, should be considered a concept,
vice president of Information due to it not being an active plan
Resources & Technology (IRT), in yet.
an IRT Directors' Meeting, is in the
Ross said that if the concept
works to close off the library com- becomes reality, the self-instrucputer labs located in PL- 11 04, tional computer labs· could poten-
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Krystal McGee/Chronicle
The average student gets 25 to 50 credit card mailings a semester according to 2006 statistics.

DoUble dealing debt
Krystal McGee

mail and. the average student gets
25 to 50 credit card solicitations a
semester, according to 2006 statisCredit card companies are tics by the United College
prominent in college student's . Marketing Service.
lives.
~coming college students are
The card companies set up being introduced to credit cards
tables right on campus and hand with incentives such as gifts, food,
out gifts to applicants.
fmancial advice and sometimes
Students who already face money for college.
high costs of education are often
"The industry looks at stu- •
times misled into taking on high- dents as a type of Holy Grail
cost credit card debt according to because if they can get their card
The Baltimore Sun columnist Jay to be the frrst card in someone's
Hancock's Blog.
wallet, they may keep it for a very
"The credit card companies
long time," Ed Mierzwinski, procame to San Bernardino Valley gram director of the U.S. PIRG
College when I was 18 years old Education said.
and told me I should get a credit .
College students get credit
card,"
student,
Angelica cards to establish credit, buy ecoRodriguez said.
nomical items, and supplies for
Credit card companies are tarcollege .
geting college students with enticCredit cards have limits,
ing teaser offers for low-cost cred- interest rates and billing process- ·
it cards that turn into a credit card es.
"trap" with high fees and penalty
The limits are how much the
interest rates for students accord- card can be charged for, the intering to Jay Hancock's Blog.
est rates are how the credit card
Cre~it card companies are not
company makes money and
only advertising on television and billing .is how the credit card gets
the internet but college campuses paid off.
as well.
"We are more concerned with
"I got familiar with credit how these companies are marketcard companies by seeing com- ing to students and are they doing
mercials and then visiting their it deceptively," Michelle Gatchell,
web sites," CSUSB student a spokesman for Ohio Attorney
Rosemary Nou said.
General Marc Dann said.
·
Forty-two percent of students
"Cred,it cards give great beneget their first credit card via direct fits but they never give the negative benefits to students. All· they
care about is themselves and making money," Rodriguez said.
U.S. PIRG, founded by Ralph
Nader, wants to help students.
Continued on Pg. 3
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.Textbooks
tious of which ones they chose,"
CSUSB Senior Alex Johnson said.
. "I hope that the faculty does
request the prices," he said.
CALPIRG surveyed 287 professors and reported that 77 percent said publishers never, or
rarely, volunteered the price of
their books.
Only 3 8 percent reported
receiving any response at all. As a
result, only 63 percent of the faculty surveyed stated that they usually know th~ price of books they
assign, according to CALPIRG.
SB 832 would have required
that all wholesale prices of the
textbooks not only be distributed
in their marketing materials, but
also· on their individual websites.

Classifieds
House for rent
4941 Alta Drive San
Bernardino, community
swimming pool,
$1600/month. Call 909-7544947
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Incident
Reports
SB 190 passed, AB 1413 vet9ed

have put in place stricter guidelines to ensure state resources were
allocated where needed.
By putting reasonable compensation guidelines into state law,
the bill would have ensured
accountability by the CSU
Administration, said Portantino's
office.
AB 1413 would have allowed
. transition pay, payments made to
retiring executives, for work performed, with the amount not
exceeding the salary level at the
time of retirement.
Also, it would have required
the Board of Trustees to approve

all executive contracts in public
session and to reveal all contract
language addressing benefits and
salary.
"Executive
compensation
contracts are currently approved in
open meetings and last year CSU
adopted changes to their transition
pay program that are addressed in
this bill," Schwarzenegger stated
in a letter addressed to the State
Assembly where he explained why
he vetoed AB 1413.
"I do not believe that we
should be micromanaging the hiring practices at University of
California or the California State

University system, in ways that
may hamper their ability to hire
quality instructors and administrators," Schwarzenegger added.
"The Governor's decision to
veto this bill sends a message to
the public that he is prepared to
tolerate a CSU Administration that
wastes millions of taxpayer dollars
on executive pay while our students' educational experience deteriorates," Lillian Taiz, president of
the California Faculty Association
said.
"We are pleased the governor
has vetoed AB 1413.
The
California State University's prac-

tice to vote on all executive compensation matters in public session
and new limits adopted last year on
executive transition programs rendered AB 1413 largely redundant
and unnecessary," Charles B.
Reed, CSU chancellor said.
" ... I do believe that there
should be transparency in our educational systems so that the public
has confidence in our institutions,
which is why I am signing Senate
Bill 190 that provides some additional openness and accessibility
for the public on matters of executive compensation," stated the governor's letter addressed to the State
Assembly.

Continued:

Credit Cards
"Credit card companies are
being too aggressive at recruiting
college kids. Some of the practices
sound like sub-prime mortgage
shenanigans," according to Jay
Hancock's Blog.
The campaign for PIRG is
launching a project to persuade
more colleges to crack down on
credit-card marketing to students.
The coalition wants schools
to take steps ranging from prohibiting card company giveaways
to blocking their access to student
lists.
r
The Campaign will also
implement
counter-marketing
educational projects on 40 campuses across the country, a new
website, a coalition urging colleges to adopt marketing principles, and publication of research
reports on credit card marketing

Date: 10/ 15/2007
Incident: Grand Theft Property
Description: Three 50ft. temporary power cords were stolen from
the unsecured Physical Science
construction site.

Date: 10-15-2007
Incident: Vandalism
Description: At approximately
8:20 a.m., an officer was dispatched to the parking structure
construction site for vandalism.
Upon the ~>:fficers arrival, they
were told that a construction backhoe tractor had been vandalized.
No suspect infofll\ation was available.
Date: 10-15-07
Incident: Grand Theft, Burglary
Description: At approximately 2
p.m., officers were dispatched to
the Coyote Bookstore regarding a
theft from a copier machine. The
investigation is opgoing.
Date: 10/ 15-07
Incident: Traffic Collision
Description: At approximately
4:10 p.m. , an officer was dispatched to a traffic collision in
parking lot A. The investigation
stated that a student was backing
from a stall when she hit another
student that was passing by. A citation was issued to one student for
not providing proof of msurance.
Date: 10-15-07
Incident: Stolen Vehicle
Description: At approximately 6
p.m., officers were dispatched to
parking lot A, regarding a stolen
vehicle. The student stated that he
arrived and parked in IotA at about
2:30 p.m. Upon returning to his
vehicle, he found it missing. No

suspect leads.

Date: 10-16-07
Incident: Petty Theft
Description: At approximately
11:15 a.m. , Officers responded to
the Temporary Offices regarding a
report of a theft. Property belonging 'to the University was taken
some time between the dates of
August 9 and September 26. There
are no leads or suspect information
at this time.
Date: I 0-16-07
Incident: Petty Theft
Description: At approximately
10:30 p.m., Officers responded to
parking lot C regarding a report of
a theft. The student/victim left his
vehicle unsecured and when he
returned to his vehicle, his stereo
was stolen. There are no leads or
suspect information at this time.
Date: 10-l-6-07
Incident: Incident Report
Description: At approximately
12:30 a.m., Officers responded to
Apartment Building 4 in reference
to a
Health and
Safety
violation/odor of marijuana investigation. Two non-students were
issued a 7~day Stay Away Order.
No marijuapa was found at the
scene.
Date: 10-17-07
Incident: Petty Theft
Description: At approximately
9:21 p.m., Officers responded to
the lobby of University Village
regarding a theft investigation. A
student left his bicycle secured in
front of the Performing Arts
Building and when he returned, it
was gone. There are no leads or
suspect information at this time.
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Your student fees at work
Stephanie Salvador
Staff Writer
Like a parent to their child
ASI is in constant support of the
students
needs.
Associated
Students, Incorporated (ASI) is an
organization on campus that truly
represents the students at CSUSB.
"ASI is the main voice on
behalf of the students to make
changes and to encourage the president to go in different directions
and we have been successful with
issues in the past," ASI Executive
Vice President and leader of the
board of directors Joseph Martinez
said.
ASI has had success with
events in the past.
Last year the Campus Fee
Advisory Committee was able to
stop a fee that would charge $5
every time a student needed to
make up an exam regardless if
they had already cleared the
absence with their professor.
Not only is ASI the voice
of the students but they plan
various activities to build a
sense of community in the university for the students.
ASI provides and sets fund for

other clubs and organizations on
campus, and even goes as far as
discussing issues at a statew~de
level along with the ASI's from all
other 23 Cal State universities
across
the
state.
ASI consists of three major
components: the board of directors, fmance and activities.
Each component of ASI has a
special task and has the responsibility of making CSUSB a better
campus for every student.
The Board of Directors oversees most decisions of ASI. The
university has a group of committees that represent different issues
of the campus.
ASI's responsibility is to place
students on those committees so
that the student opinion is taken
seriously though ASI.
Vice President of Finance
Armando Jones oversees fmance
which is the second aspect of ASI.
In the fmance aspect of ASI,
the Club Allocation' Committee
(CAB) controls the funding that
other clubs and orgaruzations may
receive to budget student run
events.
All clubs that are in existence
through Student Leadership and
Development (SLD) are ~ligible to

receive funding through ASI as
long as they meet certain requirements and the Club Allocation
Budget committee feels they are a
good investment for ASI.
The last portion of ASI is
activities which most students
might be most familiar with. Vice
President of student affairs Ashley
Baugh runs the activities aspect of
ASI.
This is a major part of campus
life and it is the aspect of ASI that
hosts such events lik~ the
HOWLS, which allows students to
express themselves in an open-mic
forum, Karaoke night, bingo, the
pep rallies and many of the other
events hosted by ASI.
ASI is an organization dedicated to the well being of the students.
·
Joseph Martinez encourages
any students interested in becoming involved with ASI to first see
what area they might be most
interested in.
Once a student has decided
where they feel they would be
most valuable, they can pick up an
application at the ASI office.
The office is located in the
Santos Manuel Student Union in
room 108 or call (909) 537-5932.

Leslie Sevillano/Chronicle

The Resource Roundup is an annual event hosted by the Adult Re-entry Center.

Roundin 'Up CSUSB S resources
Leslie Sevillano
Staff Writer
Just imagine free food and full
access 'to most of CSUSB's campus resources all in one place. You
do not have to imagine any more.
Thanks to the Resource Roundup,
you can have acce~s to 25 campus
centers and a free Carl's Jr. Meal
cooked for you all in the Santos
MallJ.lel Student Union.
The Resource Roundup is an
annual event hosted by the Adult
Re-entry Center.
This event was created to
inform students of resources
offered on campus. Associated
Students Incorporated, the Writing
Center, Parking Services and
Financial Aid were just some of
the on-campus resources that
attended the event.
Representatives from 25 centers•were available for students to
speak to. Handouts were also distributed to students.

"Resource Roundup is an
opportunity for students to discover all campus Resources available
to them. Students don't always
realize that these campus resources
are available." coordinator of
CSUSB's Adult Re-Entry Center
and Pride Center Judi Cruz said.
"In fact, these events are oft~n
paid by their student fees. We
thought this program would be
quite timely since we are in the
be_ginning of the school year/
Cruz said.
In order to receive a burger
students had to visit at least five
out of 25 centers. Once all five
stamps were re<;.eived studen~s
were able .to trade in their stamps
for a ticket. Within 37 minutes,
about 200 Carl's Jr. burgers were
served to CSUSB students. Their
free meal included a burger, soda
and chips.
A raffie was also held
throughout the event. Several centers participated and offered

prizes.
550 students participated during this event but only 350 students were served meals.
"We 'added food this year as
an encouragement, especially targeting freshmen classes and the
new students on campus to make
them aware of their resources
offered all around CSUSB," 'c ruz
said.
Within the first . half hour
approximately 200 students were
in line waiting for their burgers.
The event was scheduled to end at
1 p.m. so the doors were shut
shortly after one o'clock because
swdents were still coming jn,
"I think this event is excellent
for the students because it gives
them the opportunity to find out
about all the different departments
around campus and resources
offered to them," Ivy Thompson,
program assistant of the Adult ReEntry Center and coordinator of
Resource Roundup, said.

Leslie Sevillano/Chronicle
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Hundreds of students line up for free Carl's Jr. meals at the Resource Round Up.

CSUSB ·awarded $2.4 million grant
Courtesy of CSUSB Public
Affairs
California State University,
San Bernardino will receive a $2.4
million Title V Hispanic-Serving
Institution grant to· help Hispanic
and low-income students improve
their academic achievement by
providing enhanced academic supp~rt, career preparedness t.t;aining
. and enhanced internship opportunities.
The grant will be distributed
over a five-year period and will
provide t:unding to increase tutoring support and deliver an academic-career education program that
will involve the development of
electronic career resources, including instructional and experiential
videos and Web sites. The program
also -will identify alumni mentors,
presenters and participants establish a Hispanic alumni networking
group, recruit service learning sites

Attend an upcoming
Information Session!
April16
June 18
May 21
July 16
Each event begins at 5:30 PM
CBU Riverside Campus
8432 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92504 ·

Graduate Admissions today

.7676.CBU
..

for internships and provide service
learning stipends for students.
The program, called the "Be
SMART" project, targets academic
disciplines in the Federal Science
and Mathematics Access to Retain
Talent initiative offered at CSUSB.
Those programs include computer
science, biology (life sciences),
chemistry and biochemistry, math,
physics, geological sciences and
Mandarin, Japanese, Korean,
Russian, Arabic and Turkish languages.
The project was developed by
Cal State San Bernardino representing three separate divisions of
the university: Diane Podolske,
director of service learning and
Community
University
Partnerships; Pamela Langford,
director of alumni affairs; and
Carol Dixon, interim director of
the Career Development Center.
"This grant will provide so
many opportunities for alumni to
'·

get involved with Cal State San
Bernardino," said Langford.
"Their knowledge and expertise
will add greatly to the success of
our graduates."
"This is a huge win for our
students,"
added
Dixon.
"Having additional resources
to provide career training,
alumni support, and service
learning internships, will really prepare them to enter the
workforce or graduate programs."
"Local nonprofit agencies
and schools will have an
important role in providing
opportunities for real-world
experiences for our students,
and also the exposure to real
community issues," Podolske
said. "Students will complete
projects through their service
learning internships that will
benefit the community and
benefit their future careers."
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Children's Center feeds its family
- - - - - - - --

--

-

INCOME ELIGIBILTY GUIDELINESE.FFE~TIVE FROM JUL,'(_1• 20Q_7 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2008

Ch~ren f~~ households with mcome at or below lha foliowmg levels are eligible for FREEor REDUCED price meal benefits
(130%rcrl~:F~deral

TWICE EVERY
PER
TWO
LD SIZE*
YEAR
MONTH MONTH WEEKS
$ 13,273 $1,107 $ 554 $ 511
1
2
$ 17,797 $1,484 $ 742 $ . 685
$ 22,321 $1 861 $ 931 $ 859
3
$ 26,845 $2,238 $ 1,119 $1,033
4
$ 31,369 $2,615 $ 1,308 $1,207
5
6
$ 35,893 $2,992 '$ 1,496 $1,381
$ 40.417 $3,369 $ 1,685 $1,555
7
$ 44,941 $3,746 $ 1,873 $1,729
8
For each additional family member, add
$ 4,524 $ 377 $ 189 $ 174
-.
-· -·-

IHOUSEHO

.

•
I

WEEK
$ 256
$ 343
$ 430
$ 517
$ 604
$ 691
$ 778
$ 865

{185% of Federal Poverty Guidelines)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 87 $

-

.1 T .::I'":AI-11:

n_I::I!IJ'-I::~"f"'l'\1'-11:

Po~:rt'G':.tdefines}

YEAR
18,889
25,327
31 765
38,203
44,641
51,079
57,517
63,955

MONTH
$ 1,575
$ 2,111
$2,648
$3,184
$3,721
.$ 4,257
$4,794
$5,330

6,438 $

537

-

TWICE
PER
MONTH
$ 788
$ 1,056
$ 1,324
$ 1,592
$ 1,861
$ 2,129
$ 2.397
$ 2,665

$

EVERY
TWO
WEEKS
727
$
$ 975
$ 1,222
$ 1,470
$ 1,717
$ 1,965
$ 2,213
$ 2,460

269 $

WEEK
$ 364
$ 488
$ 611
$ 735
$ 1 859
$ 983
$1107
$ 1,230

248 $

124

A household or one of means a chdd who IS his or her sole support. Foster children are one-member households only 1fthe
welfare or the placement agency maintains legal responsibUity for the child. Household is synonymous with family and means
ra ~roup of related or unrejlated jndividuals who re not residents of an institutions or boarding house, but who are iving as one

jBENEFITS OR CHILDREN WHO ARE RECIPIENTS OF CALWORKS. THOSE CHILDREN ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR FREE MEAL BENEFITS.

tA~TOMATIC~LLY

Courte~y

1

I

of CSUSB Children's Center

couldn't have the food program,"
said Kirby, who has been the director for six years. "People would
have to bring their own food."
While the money the USDA
provides is appreciated, it does not
cover all of the food costs. "They
never give you all of what you
need," said Kirby. Associated
Students Inc, (ASI), The California
Department of Education and parents' fees are a few places where
the Children's Center also receives
money from.
Since this is a government
agency funded program, it is also
mandated by the same government
agency. "We have very strict
guidelines to follow," §llid Kiiby.
The program suggests the specific portions to be served to each
child for breakfast, lunch, dinner
and snacks. The food program also
bas a Food Buying Guide that
states. what the J?rogram will pay
for.
The Children's Center is not
reimbursed for food bought that is

not listed on the buying guide. "We
cannot purchase the food for vegetarian meals because we won't get
If your kids are at CSUSB's
reimbursed for it," said Kirby.
Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com
Children Center you do not really
There are exceptions to the Condom use will always be in the forefront of sexual health and protection.
rule. If a child has a food allergy or
have to worry about what your
children are eating.
cannot eat a specific food for reliThe Children's Center progious reasons, the family can bring
vides care to 120 children and at
in a note from their doctor or religious affiliate.
any given tim~ you can fmd up to
condoms were far too tight.
much longer as manufacturers and
Gabriel Lobato
40 children at the center. T h ere
What a family cannot do is - Stllff Writer
Michael ~eece, director of the researchers are looking into caterare even children waiting to get
Sexual Health Research Working ing to the n~eds of varying conbring their own food for the child.
into the Children's Center. "I
"We won't let any home-cooked
Variety in condom size and Group and an associate professor sumers.
would guess that there are 20 to 25
Indiana
University
meals come into the center construction has became more of a in
An estimated 14 billion confaniilies on the waiting list," said
because we are liable," said Kirby. concern to condom experts than it Bloomington's Department of doms are manufactured yearly
Barb Kirby, director of the·
"Even if the parents cook the meal, has it the past.
,
Applied Health Science found according to the ABC news webChildren's Center.
if the child gets sick we're responThis taboo subject deals with variety in sizing is limited and can site.
The
Children's
Center
sible."
preventing unwanted pregnancies be uncomfortable for users. Reece
Condoms go through intense
receives a erant through Child and
Every day, 2.9 million chil- and sexually transmitted infections was unavailable for comment on testing procedures that mvolve the
condoms being filled with at least
his research.
dren receive nutritious meals and (STI).
Adult Care Food Program
Frank Sadlo, founder of They 4 gallons of air to see how strong
Experts met in South Korea
snacks through the CACFP,
(CACFP) that provides them with
according to the USDA's website, this past week to discuss the issue Fit, a condom manufacturer that they are.
money to buy healthy food for the
One possible issue arising
of size instead of generalizing size takes sizes into mind, came from
www.fus.usda.gov.
children.
his days of playing baseball at the from more size variety is that the
CACFP not only provides for all men.
CACFP is administered by the
testing procedures would have to
The size of condoms may not University of Louisville.
assistance to child care centers but
USDA's Food and Nutrition
According to ABC news, change and b~come more strenualso to day care centers for adults, be the most urgent problem today,
Service (FNS) and the assistance
emergency shelters, and "at risk" but the fact that people do not use Sadlo would often hear of tales of ous.
that they provide is much needed.
Change is something people
condoms because of comfort failed exploits with the opposite
after school programs.
"If we didn't have the money we
issues is troubling to experts. "Our sex due to complaints that con- usually fight against, and like other
sensitive subjects such as this one,
job is to d<l away with inferior con- doms did not fit.
.
A "fit kit" designed b.y Sadlo whether or not size really matters
doms," said Eng Long Ong, meeting chaUtnan and deputy head of was created in 2003. It had 55 dif- is still up in the air.
Opinions vary on the issue of
the Malaysian Rubber Export ferent sizes for men to measure
their members. In 2006 the number more sizes being needed, but the
Promotion Council.
Size is just one of the issues of different sizes went up to a importance of condom use will
always be in th~ forefront of sexubeing discussed at the five-day whopping 95.
Size should not be an excuse al health and
meeting in Korea; it is the twenty
fourth mee~ing of its kind since
1975. Condoms specifically date
back to the 16th century but were
mass produced in the 1800s by
Charles Goodyear. They were
reusable at the time.
Condom quality has come a
long way from a wash cloth used
for the primary purpose of disease
prevention.
Condom size is not seen as a
troubling issue to health profes_
VIet Nguyen/Chronicle
The Children's Center provides care to 120 children. All measures are taken to provide the children sionals because of the elasticity of
latex material.
with nutritious food.
Dr. Clark, a faculty member of
GSUSB's Department of Health
Sciences said, "a regular condom
should fit over a man's fist," meaning a man should not worry about
being too large.
Durex condoms did a survey
involving more than 3,000 respondents that dealt with condom fit
and comfort level. Half of those
Gabriel Lobato/Chronlcle
surveyed felt condoms did not fit
CSUSB
student
Robert
Willhite
gave
his
two
cents about size.
properly and 25 percent thought
Melissa LeVesque
Staff Writer

Fittingfor a tux? How about condoms?

•

•
Think you
have what it
takes to be a
part of the
dynamic
Coyote
Chronicle news
team? Take
Comm243A
next quarter to
find out!!
Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com

•

OR

$2QFF
any large sub

0

QU1ZnO$

Not valid on Real peaJT"' subs, side salads or delivery orders. This original.•
coupon must be wrrendered when ordering•. Limit one coupon per pera<!A
per visit. May not be combined with any other offer or coupon. Taxes not
Jl'lelucled. No cash v;ilie (~ prOhibit~ by law;. ltl!!n ~ va~~ iS $.00e). .
Value of promolional item(s) vanes by locabon. No substitutiOI!s. V01d if copied or
trarn~lerred and where prOhibited. Valid at listed location only.
•
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Plus extra 10°/o off with CSUSB ID

Valid through
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Photography meets music
Artist Profile: Jeff Findley
Monica Rangel
Staff Writer

life.
However, it is in music
where his true passion for pho- .
Vivid photos of famous tography comes alive.
bands and solo artists dominate
"There are two things I
professional photographer Jeff love, taking pictures and music
Findley's website.
and there is nothing I'd rather
JFindley.com allows stu- be doing than combining the
dents and fans to view his pic- two," Findley said.
tures for free and allows viewFindley first became interers to purchase their favorite ested in photography when be·
photographs:
received his first camera from
His website is divided into his mom.
numerous albums letting visi"I was like eight or nine,
tor's go straight to the pictures Findley said. "It was a terrible
they are interested in.
camera but being able to capFindley's photographs con- ture time intrigued me."
sist of performances throughHis most rec.ent album
out the Southern California cover was taken on Oct. 6 at
area.
the Verizon Wireless Theatre in
Thousands of photos found Irvine.
on his website offer visitors
featured
bands
It
the chance to experience con- Queensryche, Alice Cooper
certs and performances by and Heaven and Hell.
One of Findley's most
famous artists .
This allows viewers to feel memorable experiences in his
as if they were actually at the 30-year career was photographing his favorite band, Van
event.
"What I think separates my Halen, in a private rehearsal.
photos from other photograRolling Stone contracted
phers is the clarity (of the pic- the pictures for the event and
tures) and how I'm able to they were published in their
make you feel like you were magazine, Findley said .
actually at the concert when
"The Van Halen pictures
looking at my photographs," got a huge response from viewFindley said. "Not to sound ers of my website, " Findley
cocky, but this is what I have said . "I was able to capture
been told by fans .
moments only 40 people were
Findley takes different able to personally expeJience."
styles of pictures.
Photographing
music
The albums on his website artists has many advantages,
consist of animals,. vehicles according to Findley, who
and pictures from his personal established friendships with
11

II

rockers Ted Nugent, David Lee
Roth and Zakk Wylde.
"It's so surreal to personally know some of these people,"
Findley said.
These friendships help him
acq';lire special privileges
when photographing concerts.
Normally a photographer
is only allowed to take pictures
for a maximum of three songs
and after that he or she gets
escorted out unable to enjoy
the remainder of the show.
Findley uses his connections in the music business
and makes every attempt to
stay and enjoy the entire
show after he shoots for his
three songs.
"I'm that stubborn. I make
sure to find ways to enjoy
every show I shoot," Findley
said.
Most of his work is done
locally throughout Southern
California.
However concerts in Las
Vegas and South Carolina also
requested his skills.
Findley's photographs of the
rock band Kiss were just published
in an overseas music magazine as
well. •
Sweden's "Destroyer" magazine published his pictures in their
September, 2007 issue.
Findley's photos can be
viewed and purchased on
JFindley.com as well as his
Myspare
page
www.myspace .com/jfindleydotcom.

Courtesy of Jeff Findley

Jeff Findley was one of about 40 people that was given the chance to attend the rehearsals for the
new Van Halen reunion tour. Pictured above: Eddie Van Halen puts the final touches on his set.

·southern California
screams for The Used
Elizabeth Tomzik
Campus News Editor
If getting spit on makes
you want to jump in the mash
pit, Bert McCracken will make
you squeal.
At a recent stop in
Anaheim during their US tour,
The Used showcased its powerhouse vocals and electric
sound.
With the recent release of
their ground breaking album
"Lies for the Liars," the band
takes a step into experimental
sound.
. The band utilizes an array
of sounds ranging from the
creak of an opening door to
wind instruments to accompany the crashing drums and progressive sounds of the bass and
electric guitar.
The album ranges widely
from the self-titled "The Used"
(1002) album, which features
the hit "Taste of Ink" and
"Maybe Memories," both of
which landed them as features
at the Vans W!irp Tour, Ozzfest
and, most recently, the Rock
Star Taste of Chaos tour.
Though
cntlcs
have
accused the band of being too
experimenntl and straying from
their roots, The Used sold out
audiences disagree.
"How many of you .. . hate
Los Angeles?!" McCraken
screamed to his adoring fans as
he instructed them to raise
their middle fingers high.
"This is for all of the
liars!" McCracken said,
as the crowd· lifted their
arms high, taking a stan.d
against all of the ' liars in
their lives.
Due to the growing popularity of MySpace, The Used
fan base has become extensive,

I,'

particularly because fans are
able to preview music before
they buy it.
Even if some fans choose
to pirate The Used tunes,
bassist Jeph Howard · is fine
with it.
"Things are so expensive
today," Howard said. "It's all
about the music."
Even if he was not

!)laking money as a rock
star the bassist said he
would still be into ' the
music.
"Playing video games and
making music ... that's what I'd
probably be doing," H·oward
said.
. Songs can be previewed from
The
Used
at
www.myspace.com/theused.

Courtesy of Jerrod Fish

The Used's lead singer Bert McCracken soaks in his fan's love
at the Grove in Anaheim touring in support of their new album.
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Erin Ramirez

Pablo Garcia
Staff Writer

South Coast Plaza, which is
only about 40 minutes away from
CSUSB, is the place to shop when
you're looking for high-end goods.
Many people who have
moved into the Inland Empire
have the money to spend on luxury goods like Louis Vuitton hand
bags, but cannot because there is
no place to buy them in the Inland
Empire.
.
"I love Gucci but every time I
need a new wallet or bag I have to
drive to Orange County," Senior
Michelle Oregano said.
Although the Inland Empire
has the Victoria Gardens outdoor
mall which have some high-end
stores like Coach, it does not serve
the needs of the true luxury buyer.
You can go shop at
Nordstrom's at the galleria in
Riverside to fmd a Marc Jacobs

hand bag, but you do not receive
the same experience as you would
in a boutique.
For those who have to make
the trip to Orange County, they
will fmd many entertainment and
dining options.
South Coast Plaza is home to
stores like Chanel, Christian Dior
and Hermes.
"You can find anything you
have seen on the runway shows in
Paris at South coast," Junior
FeShea McLaughlin said.
South Coast Plaza also is
home to some of the world's most
exclusive jewelry stores like
Tiffany & Co., Cartier and Van
Cleef and Arpels.
You can walk by Cartier and
look at a diamond ·engagement
ring worth two million dollars in
their display window. ·
South Coast Plaza houses
department
stores
like
Bloomingdales which opened last

spring. Bloomingdales is also
home to Louis Vuitton, Fendi and
Ferragamo stop-and-shop boutiques.
Saks 5th Avenue is currently
undergoing a massive ronovation
to make room for exclusive collections such as Prada's new spring
collection.
South Coast Plaza's recent
addition is the new Michael Kors
boutique that recently opened. The
grand opening included a VIP
party attended by many top local
designers.
Michael Kors himself hosted
the party and mingled with guests
as they sipped on Champagne and
ate appetizers.
Kors is excited about the
upcoming season of Project
Runway that is going to debut this
fall on the Bravo network.
"I love Project Runway, it is
defiantly one of the more original
reality shows on TV. I can't wait
to see the new season," CSUSB
student DeAnna Y slas said.
South Coast Plaza is more
than a mall to many of the residents of Southern California; it is a
place to go relax with friends.
"I make a day of going to
South Coast Plaza with friends and
shop, eat and catch a movie," San
Bernardino resident Erica Torres
said.
Until these stores shift their
business to the Inland Empire,
local residents will have to go and
shop at South Coast Plaza.

Staff Writer

Maseratti, Rolls Royce, Aston
Martin, Bentley, Vintage Ford are
just some of the cars that were featured at the Inland Empire's frrst
ever classic car show.
People of all ages and all
walks of life .came out Sunday,
Oct. 14 to check out the frrst annual Chariots of the Gods, Concours
D'Elegance car show.
It was a beautiful day as 117
vintage cars were displayed on the
San Bernardino Golf Course,
located off Waterman Ave.
A Concours D'Elegance is
French for a competition of elegance. A Concours judges classic
and rare cars restored as closely as
possible to their original condition.
"This year was established as
a major and true Concours,"
Director of the
Concours
D'Elegance event John Farrar said,
"We succeeded in getting outstanding vehicles as entrants."
"We definitely raised people's
perceptions of the San Bernardino
area. We obtained a number of sig-

nificant sponsors and outstanding
local governmental support from
the county," Farrar said, "We didn't
obtain major sponsors we needed
but it will be easier to do next year
now that we have a history."
At every Concours event there
are special guests of honor who are
recognized for their success in the
car itidustry.
The Chatjots of the Gods special guests were Jim Wangers, who
is known as the Godfather of the
GTO; Dick Messer, director of the
Petersen Automotive Museum;
Robert Genat, car body designer
and
famous
author,
Fitz
Fitzpatrick, known as an automotive artist and Orval Selders,
General Motors auto designer.
The Grand Marshall was
"King of the . Kustomizers,"
George Barris. Barris is famous for
designing such cars as The
Munsters, The Batmobile, Beverly
Hillbillies, My Mother the Car,
The Monkees and Mannix.
Kola 99.9 provided the DJ for
the event and played music. The
Master of Ceremonies was Kola's
car-lover Vick Slick.

"This was a great event
that family and friends
could enjoy on a Sunday
afternoon,"
spectator
Christy Fernanadez said .
"The cars were really
vibrant and unique to any
other cars that I've seen. I
really feel like they've
brought me back to the SO's,
60's and 70's era," she
added.
This was a non-profit
event put on by the Rotary
Club of San Bernardino North
and all proceeds went towards
the scholarships that the
Rotary Club gives to seniors in
the five surrounding high
schools.
The event had 44 different
car classes. A winner was
picked for each category.
The highlighted car of the
event was a French-built 1936
blue Delehaye, worth $6 million, and is the only one ever
made .
The Concours D'Elegance
is scheduled to be held every
year in October.

CHAPMAN
UNIVE.R SITY COLLEGE
INLAND EMPIRE

Erin Ramirez/Chronicle ·

An exhibitor displays his classic 1972 Pantera GTS at the Concours D'Eiegance car show.

Three events not to miss
at CSUSB this week.·

Look Ahead to Your Future.
Chapman UniversitY College's Inland Empire campuses are ~he perfect choice to
complete your bachelor's degree or take the next step and earn your graduate degree.

Tuesday 10/23, 8 p.m.: Freak Fest
A Halloween dance for all CSUSB students Come dressed in your Halloween
costunie for a chance to win prizes.
SMSU Event Center

Undergraduate, graduate, and certifiCate programs in:
General Education, Computer Information Systems, Criminal Justice, Health Administration,
Health Services Management, Human Resources, Liberal Studies, Organizational Leadership,
Psychology, Social Science, and Sociology.

C'.rraduare Education degree and credenrialtJTograms in:
Education, Special Education, and Teaching
Noc aU f>rograms twailable ac aU locations.

For more information call 866.. CHAPMAN
or visit us online www.chapman.edu/inlandempire
Moreno

Valley

22620 Goldencrest Dr.
Suite 105

866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/morenovalley

Ontario

2890 Inland Empire Blvd.
Suite 110

· 866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/ontario

Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs are accredited by the CaliFornia Commission on Teacher Creclentioling.

Wednesday 10/24, 7 p.m.: BINGO!
Come win some prizes!
SMSU 117
Thursday 10/25, 9 p.m.: Coyote Spirit Night
Slam dunk contest, prizes, live DJ froni
KGGI 99.1. Come meet your teams!
PE-l 00 (Coyote Den/Large Gym)
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Ancient Egypt
comes to CSUSB
Abraham Pena Robles

Egyptian religion, a bronze mirror,
a faience winged scarab and
Egyptian amulets, among others.
Why travel to Egypt when we
"This collection ~ill help stuhave a world-class collection of dents learn more about Egyptian
ancient Egyptian artifacts on cam- culture and students eventually
pus?
will help us research about this
The new collection is made- artifacts." said· Kirsch.
up of 75 small objects transferred
CSUSB acquired the ancient
from the Schwennesen collection artifacts free of charge from the
at Raymond M. Alf museum in Claremont museum and the exhibClaremont, and is enhancing one it is free for everybody interested
of the finest collections of in Egyptian culture.
Egyptians antiquities in the west"The Raymond M. Alf museem United States.
um decided to just be paleontology
The Robert V. Fullerton Art so they agreed to transfer their
Museum is home of the largest Egyptian collection to us" said
ancient Egyptian artifact collection Kirsch.
The museum also has several
in the west and is located on campus at CSUSB. It was established school tours throughout the year,
in 1996 and has accumulated more usually from elementary schools,
where kids can learn more about
than I ,200 ceramic objects.
With the addition of these arti- the Egyptian .culture.
The museum will host several
facts, CSUSB now has 5,000 years
of ancient History. This is why the events this year, one of them is
museum accepted the transfer from "Spooky Nights", which are
the Schwennesen collection.
intended for kids and parents. The
"Our previous collection of event will be on the 26, 27, and 31
Egyptian artifacts ,has. already put of Oct. from 8-10 p.m. This is the
us on the map. This new collection first year the event is being held.
will only expand our previous colThe program will include a
lection." Director of the Robert V. costume contest, scavenger bunt,
Fullerton Art Museum, Eva Kirsch trivia games an~ Museum-at-night
said.
tours.
This collection includes a
The museum is also hosting a
Hawk Mummy, which is a mum- dias de los muertos celebration
mified bird and the first real were patrons can bring an item and
mummy in the museum.
place it on the altered altar in
Other artifacts in the collec- rememb~ring the dead.
tion include a "sistrum"1 which is a
Among other offerings are art
musical instrument, a pendant that history lectures and an Annual
is more than 5,000 years old, an Friends of the Museum Holiday
"isis" which is a goddess of Event and Art Auction.
Staff Writer

Viet Nguyen/Chronicle
The Robert V. Fullerton Museum now houses one of the best collections
of ancient Egyptian artifacts. The museum received the pieces from the
Raymond M. Alf museum over the summer. The school now, with the
addition of these new artifacts, has 5,000 years of history. "This collection
will help students leam more about Egyptian culture and students eventually will help us research about this artifacts," Kirsch said. Some of the
artifacts came to the university a little damaged and the museum refurbished them. Next to the pieces are pefore and after shots of the artifacts, ·
which were touched up.

MINIMUM BIJ]S START FROM $75,000
Kennedy Wilson is conducting an INVENTORY CI.OSEOOT mON on Sunday, October 28th,
for three condominimum communHies in Southern California. Don't miss this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to own ahome.
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MINIMUM BIDS FROM $135,000
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KENNEDY WILSON
Auctioa Cllnducted by Kennedy Wilson, aCalifornia broker
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Excellent finaooing available. For complete details on incentives and special financing, please visH the Auction lnfonnation Offices located at each project. _
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at a crossroads

Be~triz Pena
Staff Writer

Jamal Nassar, ,dean of the
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences at CSUSB, gave a speech
entitled "Middle East at the
Crossroads" as part of the university's
continuing
"Extended
Dialogue Speaker" series.
"It was fun and helpful. I
never thought about the subjects
he touched upon and it just made
me realize a lot more about how
we view others," student Rosa
lsela Ruiz said
Nassar, an expert in Middle
East politics, joined the faculty at
CSUSB in August of 2007.
Prior to that, he was .the chair
of the politics and government
department at Illinois State
University.
Nassar is recognized as one of
the leading. experts on the Middle
East region.
He specializes in comparative politics in the Middle
East, conflict resolution and
development of international
relations.
He has taught at the
University of South Florida and
Birzeit University in the West
Bank.
From 1987-88, he returned to
Birzeit University as a visiting
Fulbright Scholar.
Nassar spoke about his
personal experiences, views
and feelings about the Middle
East.
He spoke about. the struggles
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Jamal Nassar discussed a variety
of topics in his talk "Middle East at
the Crossroads".

his family had to endure to become
refugees in their own country.
His family moved from
Jerusalem to the United States
when he was two, in hopes of
attaining a better future.
Nassar focused the presentation on 'trying to show insight on
what it is like to be from the
Middle East.
The stereotypes, ignorance
and double standards· that affect
people who hail from this region
can be harsh and demoralizing.
Being a Palestinian ArabCatholic made it difficult since he
faced a lot of stereotypes.
"People associate Arabs and
Muslims with riding camels, being
a terrorist and suicide bombers,"
Nassar said.
He attended Catholic Church
every Sunday morning as a boy.
"The priest prayed to
Allah and then we prayed' to
Allah, a lot of people think
that only people from the
Middle East pray to Allah
because they are ignorant
and they don't _know that
Allah
means
God
in
Arabic," Nassar said.
Nassar's goal is to spread
tolerance and acceptance of
Arab culture.
"You don't have to believe
anything I tell you here today and
it's good to question, if you can
question God, the Bible, the
Koran, then why not question me,
The New York Times, The Los
Angeles Times and everything
else," Said Nassar.
His presentation ran for about
forty-five minutes in the Sycamore
Room of the Lower Commons on
Tuesday Oct. 16 and immediately
o_pened the floor for questioning
and comments.
"It gave me a closer ook at
a world we rarely get to hear
about and at the same time it
opened up our eyes to the side
that Americans are scared to
see, our ignorance and lack of
knowledge," Anabel Gonzelez
said.
He graciously accepted any
comments and was not upset
when people questioned his
views.
He responded politely and
was glad to know that there
were other views expressed.
"That is how we learn in
llfe, by asking questions why,
why, why."
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Spain, -it's a home away from home
Tamara Florence
Staff Writer
Karla DeAlba spent an entire
academic year living, learning and
adapting to Spanish culture in
Madrid, Spain.
"I always wanted to travel but
money was always the problem,"
said DeAI~a. "I fmally made a
fum decision to travel when I realized that I may never ha.ve the
money."
After going through the application process, she fmally followed through with her aspirations.
"Since my major is Spanish, I
decided to choose from Chile,
Mexico or Spain," said DeAlba. "I
am from Mexico so I narrowed my
choices to Chile and Spain."
DeAlba decided to go on the
Study Abroad trip to Spain
because of the distance away from
home.
Another factor playing into
her decision to travel to Spain is
that she has family in Mexico and
has visited the country several
times.
Mexico is one of the countries the program offers.
While in Spain, she attended
one of the best schools in the country: Universidad Complutense de
Madrid.
"You took most of your classes with Americans, but you also
took with Spaniards," DeAlba
said.
It was a completely different
experience in Spain. The people
were nice even though she was an
outsider.
DeAlba also said that in order
for most Spaniards to be kind, it
involved befriending them ftrst.
In addition to experiencing
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Traveling to Spain opened DeAlba's eyes to the richness that other parts of the world have to offer. Sh~ was
treated to Spanish hospitality despite being foreign.

Spanish culture, DeAlba also visited such places as Cairo, Egypt;
Italy, France, Monaco, Belgium,
Hungary, Austria, t~e Czech
Republic, Germany, Portugal and
the Netherlands.
During the mi8dle of the day,
from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m., most
businesses are closed down for
lunch with family, or siesta.
This also takes place on
Sundays as well, DeAlba said.
"We cooked and ate tapas,"
said DeAlba.
.
As a part of Spaniard culture,

tapas are eaten whenever visiting a
restaurant.
Tapas are small dishes that are
served as snacks at bars or appetizers before meals in Spanish restaurants.
"Living in Spain for a year
allowed me to embrace their fami:
ly life culture," said DeAlba.
While she was in Spain she
met Rigoberta Menchu, a
Guatemalan indigenous rights
activist.
According to DeAlba, there
are many beneftts in participating

in the study abroad programs.
Becoming a student overseas.
\
allows for a good resume, she
explained.
She encourages all students to
study abroad before graduating.
"It looks good on a resume,"
said DeAlba.
She also noted how the trip
changed her perception of the
world.
"Without this experience I
would only approach life through
the eyes of an American," DeAlba
said.

'First dual degree program at CSUSB
Sylvia Sahawneb
Staff Writer

In a press release, Jenny Zorn,
CSUSB's associate provost for
academic programs, said the purCSUSB is the frrst university pose of the Sino-American prom California to offer a Sino- gram is to create cultural
American 1+2+ 1 dual degree pro- . exchanges, educational dialogues
gram.
and educational opportunities.
The program gives students
Fourteen universities in the
from China the opportunity to United States and 61 universities
in China have joined the program
acquire two bachelor's degrees.
The students spend their since its launch in 2001.
freshman year in China, continue
. Eight students in CSUSB are
their sophomore and junior years currently participating in the proin America, then return to China gram.
for their senior ye;:ar.
According to a: press release,
As soon as the students com- the students, who have already
plete the required courses, they completed their frrst year at a numwill graduate with a degree from ber of Chinese universities, arrived
CSUSB, as well as from the uni- from China in August to start
versity they attended in China.
CSUSB.

The students have come from
Yunnan
University,
North
University of China, Chogqing
University
of
Posts
and
Telecommunication,
Lanzhou
University
of
Technology,
Southwest Petroleum University
and Shandong University at
Weihai.
Their majors range from
graphic design to business administration.
The
Chinese
Education
Association for International
Exchange, the China Center for
Educational Exchange and the
American Association of · State
Colleges and Universities sponsored and coordinated the program.

The advantage of creating
such a program can help eliminate
any misconceptions or stereotypes,
while American students can interact and learn first-hand about
China and Chinese culture, Zorn
said.
For now, the program intends
to focus on bringing Chinese students to the United States instead
of sending American Students to
China.
'
Chinese students have been
exposed to English for numerous
years. American students are usually only exposed to English, Zorn
said.
The academic administrators
plan to visit China and attend the
graduation ceremonies.

Pride Center movie nights a hit
Sylvia Sabawneb
Staff Writer

teaching tip o.qg
Inspiring teachers inspire lives.
Once you complete your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific,University

offers 26 opportunities at 7 convenient Southern California locations for
you to become a teacher, counselor, coach, or administrator.

•
•

NCATE accreditation for all programs, making APU 1 of only 5
private institutions in California with this distinction.
Credentials recognized by all 50 states and internationally.
A program ranked 4111 among private California institutions for
number of credentials recommended.

If you are interested In pursuing a degree In another field, APU also offers
additional master's and doctoral programs to help you accomplish your
academic and car~er aspirations.
To schedule an appointment or attend
an informational meeting:

,.
Ia

@!* (800) 825-5278 (toll free)

AZUSA PACFIC

i§t.@ii• graduatecenter@apu.edu

901 E. Alosta Ave.
Azusa. CA 91702

G!A* www.apu.edu/education/tips

"Coming
To
Terms",
"Katydid", "Love, Ltd.", "Outlet",
"Small Town Secrets", and
"Surfacing" were viewed during
the last day.
They mainly addressed the
problems and difficulties individuals face as they try to come out,
due to culture and family values.
"The purpose is not to teach.
The Film Series is for a person
who is open to viewing something

different," Cruz said.
Matt Shapiro, coordinator of
the Festival and the program assistant at the Pride Center, was
inspired to cr~ate the Coming Out
Film Series after watching the
series at the University of
Redlands this past summer.
Shapiro plans on making
the Coming Out Film Series an
annual event at CSUSB.

an'

APU offers:

•

intermissions.
During the first day of the festival, seven· random short films
Coming out to family and were shown to an audience of
friends has always beeri complicat- about 25.
ed and hard for individuals.
The frrst was called "The Best
CSUSB has now taken a step for- Men." It told the story of a best
ward in making the process easier. man who falls in love with his
For the frrst time, the Pride friend, who also happens to be the
Center presented a Coming Out groom.
Film Series at the Santos Manuel
But, in the end, the groom
Student Union (SMSU).
decides to go ahead as planned and
the purpose of the film festi-· marry his fiance.
val was to create
environment
"The Police Box" was another
where students can feel safe and movie played. It contained no diawelcomed, no matter their sexual logue whatsoever.
orientation.
The actors used only facial
According to Judy Cruz, coor- expressjons and body movement
dinator of the Pride Center as well to tell their story.
as the Women's Resource Center,
Other movies seen , were
the films were meant to bring up "Unhung
Heroes,"
"Hung,;'
issues that many communities deal "Members Only," "Can You Take
with on a daily basis.
It" and "Run To Me."
The Coming Out Film Series
"Fabulous: The story of a
took place over a three day period Queer Cinema" was seen the secjust before celebrating Coming ond day of the festival.
Out National day. It was held at the
It was a documentary on how
SMSU theatre.
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Coordinators of the ftlm series Transgender (LGBT) community
served candy, chocolate and pop- was represented in movies
com during the fifteen minute throughout history.

UNIV ERS ITY

K-12, bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.

Sylvia Sahawneh/Chronicle
The Coming Out film Series was a place were students could feel comfortable about bein9. who they are.
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Hate crime at Columbia
Shane Olguin
Stllff Writer

Two weeks ago Columbia
University Professor Madonna
Constantine, an African-American
instructor at the University's
Teacher's College, arrived at her
office to find a hangman's noose
tied to her office doorknob.
Constantine, a professor of
psychology and· education and
director of the Cultural Winter
Roundtable in psychology and
education atthe.Teacher's College,
immediately received the intended
message.
Constantine has written many
works about racism, ethnicity and
multiculturalism, according to her
online faculty bio. Perhaps this
was one of the reasons she was targeted.
Whatever the reason, when
one ties a noose on a person's door
it sends an undeniabLe message of
hatred. The hangman's noose has
always held the connotation of
racism and 't he lynching of
African-Americans in the South.
After years of near dormancy,
the use of the noose for intimidation-style hate crim~s has suddenly
returned to the public eye. This is
the second occurrence of the noose
in the last few months. The first
was a noose tied to a pickup truck
driving through the streets of a
Louisiana town near Jena, La.
Unfortunately Constantine is
just the latest, most visible and
prominent victim of a hate crime.
A practice that people .have been
enduring for hundreds (even thousands) of years.
According to the FBI, a hate
crime "is a criminal offense com-

mitted against a person, property,
or society that is motivated, in
whole or in part, by the offender's
bias against a race, religion, disability, sexual orientation, or ethnicity/national origin."
There are many forms and
intensities of hate crimes ranging
from intimidation (such as this situation) to violent assault. Many
consider a hate crime unacceptable
in any form.
"There's
no
difference
between a physical attack on her
and putting that message on
(Constantine's) the door," 'said Dr.
Ece Algan, a communications professor at CSUSB who teaches
classes on race, gender and the
media "They'fe threatening her to
silence her."
The question that really needs
answering is how best to deal with
these
types
of situations.
Obviously the police and other
federal agencies such as the FBI
are notified when a hate crime
occurs but what else can a victim
do?
"I wouldn't give their attack
any justification by fighting back,"
CSUSB junior Frank Garcia said.
"I would try to understand why
someone could be so hateful. I
wouldn't say anything derogatory
or hateful back."
It is never a bad idea to keep a
low profile and allow authorities to
do their jobs in investigating the
origins or SO'l,ll'Ce of hate crimes
but others have a different opinion
on the matter.
1
' f would not be silent about
it," Algan said. ''I would let the
entire campus know about it...I
would not change the way I teach
or what I teach because of that."

"Pinning a noose on my door
reeks of cowardice and fear on
many, ·many levels," Constantine
said. "I would like the perpetrator
to know I will not be silent."
Constantine has resolved to
speak out against being silenced
rather tlian retreat from the public
eye under the pressure of intimidation. Hate crimes are not going
a:way and the way people react to
them will determine how many
will continue to occur.
Much like the bully on the
playground in elementary school,
perpetrators of intimidation hate
crimes live off the reactions of
their victims. When their victims
show fear it entices the hate crimes
to continue.
When the victim shows defiance and equanimity in the face of
intimidation tactics, it may make
the perpetrator think twice about
what he or she is doing.
It is up to the victim to decide
how best to deal with hate crimes,
but one thing will remain constant:
ignoring the problem do~sn't make
it go away.
Dr. Constantine has provided
all victims of hate crimes a blueprint for combating the· problem
and everyone should take notice
of, and strength from, her resolve.

Shane Olguin/Chronicle
Ece Algan, CSUSB professor
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You
Can
Teach!
Do you hold a college degree?

Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com
When preparing for a scholastic trip overseas, be prepared for some grueling interviews.
·

Foreign exchange run-around
Jenna Barath
Staff Writer

Foreign exchange programs
allow students to travel to foreign
destinations while continuing their
educational goals<: Foreign study
can be an amazing opportunity but
from my experience, the applicatiol! process is an endless wait.
Ever since I started college I
had the desire to travel. When I
found out about the foreign
exchange program I couldn't wait
to sign up. I had to wait until my
junior year to apply but as soon as
I met the requirements I began' the
process .
The whole application ordeal
began early in 2007. Since I had
chosen Australia as my host country the application had to be submitted at the beginning ofMay.
The application seemed easy
enough. It was an average college
application with two additional
components: letters of recommendation and a letter.of intent where I
had to describe why I desired to
participate in foreign exchange
and how I thought the experience
would enrich me as a student and a
person.
Everything went smoothly
through this portion of the process.
CSUSB 's international office was
very helpful, friendly and encouraging. I got the application in on
time and thought I was good to go.
After my application was reviewed
I was called into the international
office and given an interview date.
On May 16,2007 I went in for
my interview. It was a little nerveracking. I sat in a room with Elsa
Ochoa-Fernandez, the director of

the International Center and her Griffith University along with a
fellow professor and was asked an list of about 15 other things that I
array of questions for about 45 had to cbmplete before leaving.
minutes.
In my frustration I called the
This interview gives the direc- Assistant Director, Dana Roson, of
tor a chance to meet the applicants the International Program and
and form an opinion as to whether questioned why the status of my
the applicants are mature and inde- application kept changing. The
pendent enough to make it on their process seemed to be disorganized
own in a foreign country.
and I questioned whether there
At this point the application would be more help with things
was shipped to Long Beach where such as housing and scheduling
the California State University . when I reached Australia.
office of International Programs is
"If you're not ready to be
located. After this transition the independent then maybe you're not
CSUSB International Office no the right candidate for this prolonger has access to the applica- gram," Roson said.
·
tion and are in the dark as to its staI felt this was unfair. She had
managed to dodge my questions
tus.
All I had to dd was wait. I was and question my character all in
told I would be sent a letter some- one line.
Now I have to apply to
time at the end of August letting
me know the verdict. The waiting Griffith University and wait until
seemed endless. My life was in mid-December for their reply. This
limbo. Idid not know if I would be seems like rather late notice con~
sidering classes start in Australia at
moving for a year or not.
Finally, my acceptance letter the beginning of February.
I talked to an array of foreign
came. I opened it with much
excitement only to find out that I exchange students and all of them
had been accepted to the interna- . seemed to be surprised by my troutional program, but I was yet to be bles.
"It was very simple," Karla
accepted to -the host School,
Dealva said about her experience
Griffith University.
The letter said they would be with the application process to the
applying to Griffith University for international program in Spain.
I am not writing this story to
me and I would know the results
by mid October. I was back to discourage students from applying
waiting, but great things are worth for foreign exchange program. I
think that it will be an amazing
waiting for, right?
On Oct. 15, 2007, a package opportunity ifi am ever able to get
arrived from the International there.
I just wanted people to know
Program. Finally, I would know.
my experiences how frustratfrom
But when I looked at the content of
ing
and
time consuming the applithe package I realized it was
another letter which just informed cation process can be. It could defme I had 10 days to apply to initely be more student-friendly.

Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9 months, or
be a paid intern teacher while you complete the program.
The College of Education at California State University, San
Bernardino has _programs in Elementary, Secondary, Bilingual
and Special Education.

Take a positive step .toward your futiire!
Call us today at: (909} 537-5603

-~-

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

SAN BERNARDINO
.
Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com
Sometimes it's not just the preparation for the trip, but the trip i(self that can seem like a hassle .

.'
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Looking for the "WOW" factor
Allison Whiteside
Staff Writer

"Designed with women in
mind but open to any guy up
for the challenge," is what the
flier for the Women on Weights
(WOW) class reads.
WOW is a five-week
course designed ~o help beginning exercisers.
The program offers a non'intimidating approach to different methods of exercise that
include strength, cardioyascular and flexibility training, as
well as sports conditioning. .
Once the students finish
this course, they should have a
working knowledge of what
was taught, according to the
class outline.
One of the goals of this
course is that the students will
have a good knowledge of the
benefits of strength training,
cardiovascular training and
flexibility.
Some of the course's other
goals include learning the safe
and proper ways to use weight
room equipment, learning general muscular anatomy, learning the basic principles of
weight training and practicing
exercise
varieties
using
physio-balls, thera-bands and
medicine balls.

Each class is 50 minutes.
They are comprised by a tenminute discussion, 15 minutes
for demonstration and explanation of new exercises, and 25
minutes of practice.
The necessary materials
for the class, which are a folder, workout card, and towels,
are provided for students.
Some students may decide
to use lifting gloves, but you
must purchase a pair yourself.
"I wanted to learn how to
lift weights, 11 Clara Cueva, a
junior, said when I asked her
why she chose to take this
course, "I have been wanting
to lift weights for a while, plus
I thought it would be something diffetent for me to do."
The course started on Oct.
·16 and runs until Nov. 15.
Three weeks out of the five,
. the class will .learn two upperbody and two lower-body exercises.
"It is very important that
women do learn to lift 'weights
and strength training, 11 Stacy
Haug, the teacher and -physical
trainer, said. "Most women are
worried because weight train. ing is viewed as being masculine and they are sometimes
intimidated by the machines."
She also went on to say the
class will allow women to use

Wins keep rolling in for Women's Soccer

the machines and learn about Courtesy of Co~ote Online
them in a comfortable environment.
Cal State San Bernardino's
In week three, the class women's soccer team is on a
will learn about physio-balls 'roll with five wins in its last
and thera-bands, two types of six matches and four victories
equipment used to promote in its last five CCAA conferflexibility and strength.
ence outings.
By week fiv·e, which is the
The Coyotes are working
end of the course, members in on a three-match win streak
the class will have a full work- after ~ubduing Cal State
Monterey Bay 4-1 last Friday
out to use.
After the fifth week is and then shutting out San
over, the students have the Francisco State 2-0 in the fog
option of an appointment with at Skyline College in San
Bruno, a neutral site caused by
the trainer.
"Women have misconcep- field conditions at the Gators
tions about weight training campus.
CSUSB is· now 8-6-2 on
because they're afraid they'll
get really big and muscular," the season and 4-6-1 in the
Haug said, "That will never .CCAA as it prepares to host
happen because a woman's Cal State San Marcos (6-6-2)
body does not produce the in a non-conference match at
amount of testosterone that 1:30 p.m. Friday at Coyote
allows men to get big mus- Premier Field. The final home
match of the season will follow
cles."
Tbe class · takes place on Sunday at 12:30 p.m.
upstairs
in
the
Student against Cal State L.A. (9-4-1
Recreational
and
Fitness overall, 5-4-1 in the CCAA).
The eight wins equals the
Center on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from noon to 1:00 team's best win record with
p.m. ~md again from 4:30 to four matcbes remaining since
5:30 p.m. The cost is $25 .
t-he 2004 season.
The four CCAA victories
If you are interested in getting a good workout, but have to date is the most since 2004
a busy ·schedule, the center has as well.
Freshman Katie
Liby
personal trainers ·to help work
out a suitable routine.
scored two goals in less than a

minute in the first half of the
team's 4-1 win over Monterey
Bay on a cold and drizzly day
in Seaside last Friday.
Freshman Jenna Sanchez
also scored off of an assist by
Lauren Zellmer. Zellmer concluded the day with her second
goal of.the season.
Ashley Haagsma and Lisa
Montgomery
assisted
on
Liby's goals.
Liby, a previous CCAA
player of the week, now has a
team-leading eight goals on
the season.
Leslie Rhodes and Shawna
Rei-Kam combined for six
saves in goal for the Coyotes
against the Otters.
On Sunday, Rhodes, with
help from her defenders, was
credited with her fourth
shutout of the season in the
win over the Gators .
Junior Krista Feer scored
both goals for the Coyotes in a
three-minute span early in the
first half.
Feer now has five goals on
the season.
CSUSB got the most out of
its offense.
The team took only four
shots the entire afternoon,
compared to 18 for the Gators.
Rhodes had five saves on
the day to earn her shutout.

Quick facts ·
Interim Head Coach: Diego
Bocanegra
National Affiliation: NCAA
Division II
Conference Affiliation: CCAA
Last Season's Overall Record:
1-16-2
Last Season's Conference
Record: 0-14-2 (6th in South
Division)
Starters/Key Returners: Leslie
Rhodes, Jr., GK, 116 saves, 7
shutouts in 2004, 2005; Krista
Feer, Jr., MF-Def, 1 goal, 1 assist
in 2006; Lindsey Jordan, Sr., 3
goals, 2 assists in 2006; Laura
Lyons, So., GK, 64 saves in 2006;
Ashley Salas, So.. , Def., 2 goals,
1 assist in 2006; Shawna-Rei
Kam, Jr., GK, 32 saves in 2006
Key
Newcomers:
Ashley
Haagsma, Fr., Fwd, Valley
Christian HS, CIF-SS Div. 5 player of year; Sophia Bruins, Jr.,
Def., transfer from Chaffey
College; Jenna Sanchez, Fr.,
Def.IMF, Ayala HS, two-time allSierra League; Katie Liby, Fr.,
MF/Fwd, Redlands HS, all-Citrus
Belt League; Katie Mount, Fr.,
MF/Def, Ay~ala HS, all-Sierra
League; Tiffany Malick, Fr., GK,
St. Lucy's Priory HS, defensive
MVP of Sierra League

Viet Nguyen/Chronicle

CSUSB's Women's soccer team displays its tenacity on the field. The team has won five of its last six matches and is. on its way to a three-game winning streak .
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Anna Aguilar
Staff Writer
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Drawn helps lead Coyotes
Curtis Miller
Staff Writer·
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The Coyotes volleyball team
moved another step closer to picking up where they left off last year.
The NCAA Division II Pacific
Region Poll was released last
week, which currently ranks the
Coyotes number one in the Pacific
Region heading into the regional
tournament at season's end.
There has been a significant contribution to the
Coyotes success from middleblocker Sharea Drawn. Drawn
is currently fifth in the nation

in hitting percentage (.426)
and is ranked 15 6th overall in
kills (3.44/game). Drawn was
an honorable mention as an
AVCA All-American last season and was voted to the
NCAA Division II AU-Pacific
Region fir~t team.
This season is especially
important for Drawn because it
will be her last.
"I want this really bad.
This is my senior year and this
is it. No excuses. I want the
division, the regionals and then
hopefully a shot at the national
title," Drawn said of her final

season.
Last season's loss to UC
San Diego in the Pacific
Region final left a bitter taste
in the mouths of all the players
and is their motivation for
playing so hard this season.
The team won the CCAA
championship last season, but
fell short of their hopes of winning the national championship.
"We have a thirst, a desire,
to win. Week-after-week that is
what drives us to keep going,"
said Drawn. "There is a good
payoff to winning and it feels a
lot better than losing."
Drawn has high hopes for
her team. The Coyotes are
ranked second in the entire
nation in NCAA Division II
play. The Coyotes continue to
impress week after week by
sweeping through the competition.
"This is one of the best
teams I have been on. We have
good team chemistry and really
click. We also have the playoff
experience from the last couple
seasons to work off of," Drawn
says of her team ..Drawn attributes the team's
continued success to coach
Kim Cherniss and her adaptive
gam~ plan week to week. The
team practices differently each
week depending on who they
are playing. They focus on the
strengths and weaknesses of
their opponents apd run drills
to ensure their game is a solid
as possible.
"It's amazing; it's just great
to be out there playing the
game I love," said Drawn of
being recognized as one of the
best players in the nation.
Drawn' hopes the Coyotes win
it all as she has no plans on playing
after colldge. "This is it, I'm bro-

CSUSB's golf team was two
strokes from fourth place on
Tuesday. The team finished fifth at
the Inter West Wildcat Classic golf
tournament, hosted by Chico
State. The team entered the twoday event as defending champions.
This year, the golf team looks
to finish among the top five in the
country. The team is in their fall
season right now and will start off
against Washington State in
September.
The team will start th~ir
championship season next year in
February and will play through
May.
Many students are unaware of
CSUSB's golf team. The program
has been active since 1986.
Since then, the golf team has
NCAA
produced
an
Championship. and finished third
in the nation twice.
The coach of the golf team is
Thomas Mainez. He said that the
team shot a school record of 13
under par last year in the regional
finals.
"We ended up winning the
Viet Nguyen/Chronicle
region last year," Mainez said.
Sharea
Drawn
attempts
to
spike
the
ball
during
a game against
Coach Mainez believes· that it
Chico
State.
'Drawn
was
an
honorable
mention
last season for
is has been a team effort so far this
AVCA
All-American.
season, and his freshman players
are improving.
ken down. I'm moving on after on Cal State L.A. on Friday the ·
"We started off slow, but we
this," Drawn said
26th, followed by UC San
are making progress with each
The Coyotes face back-to- Diego on the 2 7th. Both teams
tournament," Mainez said.
Curtis Miller/Chronicle
hack powerhouse conference are currently tied for third in
Gene Webster, a sophomore, Sharea Drawn, middle-blocker, is·currently fifth in the nation in hitopponents this weekend at the the CCAA at 7-4 with Cal Poly
has fmished best on the team in ting percentage and ranked 156 overall in kills.
Coussoulis Arena as they take Pomona.
several tournaments. Webster was
also the NCAA West Region
medalist and CCAA freshman of
the year in 2006-07.
Webster finished in seventh
place on Tuesday. He closed with
a four-over-par 76.
Greg Cadogan
He focuses on incorporatwhich does not include the golf and other prizes. The prizes are make it so 'the pro took their
Micha Burke, a junior fin- Staff Writer
cart fee.
for the winner and one guest.
shots already and will be ing the lay of the land and the
ished in a tie for ninth at 225. He
There are three divisions in
UCR Student Recreation marked with stakes on the golf existing features into the layscored an even-par 72 on Tuesday.
Play golf and win an all the golf tournament. The divi- Center is one of the co-spon- course.
out of the course.
At 4:30 p .m. on Friday the
Senior Dane Bagnell rose to a tie expensed paid trip to Las Vegas. sions are community, student sors for the first time with the
" Bic~ler's
golf course
raffle will begin and awards design work is his philosophy
for sixteenth place at 229. He shot How is one able to accomplish and faculty/staff/alu~ni divi- CSUSB Recreation center.
such a task?
'
a one-under-par 71.
sions.
During . the tournament will be handed out.
that the golf course must be in
The team hopes to advance
There is a winner for each there are different contests
The tournament is held at harmony with the natural enviCSUSB Recreational Sports
and UCR
Student division. The winners advance going on.
past the regionals again and · Center
Shandin Hills Golf Club, ronment and surroundings
improve on their play at the Recreation Center are co-sponsor- to the Nati<:mal Championship
The contests consist of which is located in San which are distinctiv e to ea~h
NCAAs.
ing the Fourth AJ,mual CGA Local in Las Vegas and receive a closest to the pin, longest drive Bernardino. This course has site," according to Bickler's
"But we are taking one step at Qualifier Golf Tournament. The prize package.
and beat the pro.
been the site for the event for web site.
tournament will be held at the
a time," Coach Mainez said.
The prize package includes
The past few years, the pro the past three years.
This tournament has the
The golf team fmishes off Shandin Hills Golf Club in San a round trip flight, two night was able to play in the tournaThe golf course was opportunity for the division
their fall season at the Hawaii- Bernardino.
hotel stay, one tournament ment with the golfers .. This designed by Cary Bickler, a winners to go Las Vegas and
The organizer of the event is round at Badlands Golf Club year the pro was unable to well known golf architect.
Hilo Invitational at Mauna Lea
compete on the national level.
Country Club.
Raulabel Gonzalez. Gonzlaez is
The tournament will take the
Sports
and
Facilities
place frorn Oct. 29-30.
Coordinator at the CSUSB recreational center.
This . is the fourth year
Gonzalez has organized the event.
The event has been a success in the
past.
Last year there were 62
golfers who signed up for the tournament. Currently Gonzalez has
50 golfers signed up, but he is
expecting more.
The tournament will begin
October 19th at 11:30 a.m. There
will be a shotgun start on Friday
morning.
For a student, or a Rec member, the fee is $45. For faculty and
alumni it is $60 and for the community it is $70.
These fees cover greens fees,
raffle tickets, a golf cart and lunch.
Gonzalez said lunch could consist
of a sirloin burger.
..!.
Daniel Otianga/Chronicle
At the Torrey Pines golf
The men's Golf team is looking course in San Diego the cost to tee
Greg Cadogan/Chronicle
forward to another winning off on the south course is $130, Students are welcome to take part in the Fourth Annual CGA Local Qualifier Golf Tournament that will be held at the Shand in Hills Golf
season.
Club in San Bernardino. The fee for students or members of the Recreation Center will be $45 and $60 for faculty and alumni.

Golf tournament open to students

--

